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ABSTRACT Improving the efficiency and end-use of energy distribution can significantly reduce global
energy consumption. As the magnetic contactor (MC) is the most common switchgear used for control in
most grids, minimizing its energy consumption has motivated the development of a permanent magnet (PM)
MC that exhibits several advantages over conventional solenoid MCs. However, analyzing the transient
magnetic behavior of a PM MC requires computationally expensive 3D finite element analysis (FEA).
Herein, a modified version of a recently proposed nonlinear transient path energy method (NT-PEM) is
proposed as an analytical alternative to FEA. Within the modification to NT-PEM, a new topology for
nonlinear dynamic magnetic equivalent circuit (ND-MEC) is proposed with a methodology for accurate
evaluation of stray and leakage flux path parameters. For coil leakage reluctances, a novel path function
based on a conchoid’s arc is proposed. For stray reluctances, a path function based on the average length of
an elliptical arc is proposed. This path function, alongwith the proposed permeability correction for nonlinear
core reluctance calculation routines, led to a four-fold reduction in NT-PEM analysis time from the original
version of the proposed method. The feasibility of the proposed NT-PEM is verified via comparison with
commercial 3D FEA and experimental data obtained from a PM MC with a single coil and single PM. NT-
PEM and FEA equally displayed accurate results, indicating that NT-PEM is a promising computationally
efficient alternative to FEA owing to significantly reduced analysis time, which is essential when considering
numerous designs and design parameters.

INDEX TERMS Magnetic contactor, MEC, nonlinear dynamics, NT-PEM, permanent magnets, stray flux
modeling.

I. INTRODUCTION
In recent decades, the efficiency of electrical energy genera-
tion, distribution, and consumption have been topics of grow-
ing significance owing to the concerns regarding the future
impending depletion of currently available energy resources
and the environmental impact of conventionally acceptable
yet damaging energy generation and consumption practices.

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Yan-Jun Liu.

This topic is particularly important for the industrial sector,
which, for instance, in the US contributes to more than 30%
of the total energy consumption and up to 40% of the CO2
emissions [1], [2].

Therefore, devices that connect consumers in electrical
grids, such as relays and magnetic contactors (MCs), show
remarkable potential to reduce energy consumption signifi-
cantly. This has led to the development of permanent mag-
net (PM)MCs that consume less or even no energy in a closed
state, unlike conventional solenoid MCs. The widespread of
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PM MCs can be illustrated by their relevance for industrial
applications, consumers, and recent AC and DC renewable
energy grids [3]–[5].

To address the drawbacks of conventional solenoid MCs,
Fang et al. [6] and Shu et al. [7] developed PM MCs that
significantly reduce energy consumption and utilize smart
control to improve dynamic characteristics. Wang et al. have
shown the feasibility of PM MCs for voltages as high as
126 kV [8]. Park et al. [9] proposed a PM MC that required
a relatively large current of 10 A and active electronics for
its control. To improve the reliability of PM MCs and reduce
the required current, Bak et al. [10] proposed an electroni-
cally controlled PM MC with two coils, with the main PM
positioned on the armature and an additional PM as part of
an interlocking mechanism. However, it should be noted that
requiring control circuitry substantially increases price of the
PMMCmaking electronics-free PMMC desirable [11]–[13].

This study investigates the feasibility of PM MCs with a
single coil and single PM, with a capacitor charged during
closing used for PM MC opening. However, the focus is
on the accuracy and computational efficiency of the analy-
sis method used to evaluate the dynamics of the PM MC.
PM MC analysis is significantly more complicated than
solenoid MC’s owing to the mutual interaction between the
PM and coil magnetic fields. Computationally expensive 3D
finite element analysis (FEA) is commonly employed for
electromagnetic analysis and design [14]. PMMC FEA leads
to extremely long analysis times, especially when numer-
ous designs must be considered. This motivates the pro-
posal of an efficient analytical method as an alternative to
FEA [15], [16], with a magnetic equivalent circuit (MEC)
method commonly used for electrical machine design and
analysis [17].

However, PMMCs are characterized by complex magnetic
field distribution that changes depending on the operating
regime of the MC, which cannot be accurately represented
in conventional MECs. First, this drawback is due to the
significant stray and leakage fluxes characterized by flux
paths of complex geometry [18]. These paths are conven-
tionally oversimplified in MEC models, thus decreasing the
accuracy of the analysis. Second, the motion of MC armature
alters the parameters of MEC, hence requiring the MEC to
account not only for a more studied core nonlinearity, but for
nonlinearities and spatial dynamic changes in the magnetic
circuit [19].

To address these problems and propose an accurate and
computationally inexpensive analysis method, this study
builds on a recently proposed nonlinear transient path energy
method (NT-PEM) that exploits a nonlinear dynamic mag-
netic equivalent circuit (ND-MEC) to account for both stray
path reluctances and dynamic nonlinearities. However, this
method is modified in this study to further improve the
analysis speed by reducing the number of iterative routines.
Both the attraction and repulsion modes are considered, and
the ND-MEC topology that accounts for flux paths in both
regimes is also proposed. Furthermore, a new mathematical

representation of coil leakage reluctances using a conchoid
function is proposed.

Further Sections of this paper are organized as follows:
Section II proposes a single ND-MEC and describes con-
ventional core and main air path reluctances; Section III dis-
cusses more complex stray path and leakage reluctances and
proposes elliptical and conchoid functions for their modeling;
Section IV outlines the method for solving the ND-MEC
equations for flux calculation; Section V discusses the elec-
tromagnetic force calculation by extending ND-MEC to
time domain via the proposed modified NT-PEM along
with the electrical circuit and armature motion equations;
Section VI summarizes the results of the analysis provid-
ing the experimental verification and discusses the advan-
tages of the modified NT-PEM over original NT-PEM and
FEA; Section VII provides the conclusions and closing
remarks.

FIGURE 1. (a) Magnetic circuit and design parameters of the investigated
PM MC with a single coil on the stator (not shown) and single PM on
armature; (b) prototype of the single-coil PM MC.

II. FORMULATION OF ND-MEC AND MAIN FLUX PATH
RELUCTANCES
A. FORMULATION OF ND-MEC FOR PM MCS
As mentioned earlier, there are two main challenges that
the PM MC shown in Fig. 1 poses to MEC analysis. First,
a significant portion of the total magnetic flux generated by
the PM and coil is attributed to stray magnetic fluxes that
flow outside the main flux paths. Second, closing and open-
ing regimes utilize both magnetic attraction and repulsion,
leading to significant variations in magnetic field distribution
in these two regimes. Hence, the MEC of the PM MC must
account for both stray air paths and allow flux redistribution
to be taken into account accurately.

This study proposes an ND-MEC shown in Fig. 2 that con-
siders both core magnetic non-linearities and the variation of
stray path reluctances with armature displacements. Themain
advantage of the proposed ND-MEC is its ability to model
both PMMC regimes, as shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 3 (a) shows that
during closing operation, the linked flux primarily follows the
main flux path with R13s, R14s, and Rms in Fig. 2 (a) acting
as leakage reluctances. In contrast, these stray paths allow
for the fluxes during repulsion to be modeled, as shown
in Fig. 3 (b). The contributions of different flux paths to
the electromagnetic force can also be conveniently adjusted
depending on attraction/repulsion, as discussed in Section V.
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FIGURE 2. Proposed ND-MEC topology for the studied PM MC that
accounts for both the closing and opening regimes; (a) the complete
ND-MEC that includes all stray and leakage reluctances for accurate flux
distribution representation, (b) reduced ND-MEC for flux calculation.

FIGURE 3. Magnetic flux density distribution and flux density vector field
in the magnetic circuit of PM MC and the corresponding orientation of
fluxes in the branches of the proposed ND-MEC for (a) electromagnetic
attraction during closing and (b) electromagnetic repulsion during
opening operation. Dashed lines represent leakage fluxes. Colors
represent the magnitude of flux density B in T.

B. FORMULATION OF NONLINEAR CORE RELUCTANCES
1) GENERALIZED EXPRESSION FOR CORE RELUCTANCES
Modeling core reluctance Rc is an extensively investigated
topic [20], [21], which allows a general expression for each
of i = 1..10 core regions in Fig. 2 to be expressed as:

Rci =
kcilci

µriµ0Aci
, (1)

where kc accounts for the symmetry in the circuit

kci =

{
0.5, i = 2− 9;
1, i = 1, 10, 11.

(2)

Similarly, the PM reluctance Rm is calculated as:

Rm =
hm

1.05πµ0r2m
. (3)

Finally, sources in Fig. 2 correspond to magnetomotive
forces (mmf) due to coil and PM that are calculated as:

Fc = Icwc (4)

Fm = hmHc, (5)

where Ic is the coil current in A,wc is the number of coil turns,
and Hc is the coercive force of PM in A/m.

2) ACCOUNTING FOR NONLINEAR MAGNETIC PROPERTIES
Because nonlinearities associated with core reluctances are
typical for all MECs, representing a nonlinear B-H curve
of the steel with a µc (H) function is a common approach
comprehensively addressed in previous studies [17], [22].
However, the computational efficiency and accuracy of the
approximation must be considered. This study uses a recently
proposed rational approximation [23], which allows the abso-
lute core permeability of an ith core reluctance to be repre-
sented as shown below:

µci (Hi)=
168

Hi + 7.4 · 106
+

1.55
Hi + 239

+
0.09 · (Hi − 27)

(Hi − 34)2 + 422
.

(6)

The ND-MEC, as well as other nonlinear MEC methods,
requires (6) to be evaluated iteratively, minimizing error in
flux density [24]. However, it was found that the original
permeability correction significantly increases computational
costs, particularly when high accuracy is required. To ensure
fast convergence while minimizing numerical errors, a mod-
ified core permeability expression is proposed:

µnci =
µci (Hi)2 + b(µ

n−1
ci )

2

(b+ 1)µn−1ci

,

{
b = 4, Bi < 1
b = 1, Bi ≥ 1

(7)

where Bi is the magnetic flux density in T before permeability
correction. Equation (6) allows for rapid converging and is
robust against numerical errors. This characteristic is due to
the n-1 step information being used as a weight, preventing
abrupt changes in predicted permeability. Equation (7) was
empirically derived as part of this study. For the complete
description of µc update routine, the reader is referred to [24]
and the reference therein.

C. DISPLACEMENT-DEPENDENT MAIN FLUX PATH AIR
GAP RELUCTANCES
The main flux path reluctances are often the only type of air
reluctances commonly considered for MC analysis. Because
magnetic flux flows in a straight line in these reluctances,
specifically main air gap Rg1 and side air gap Rg2 reluctances
as shown in Fig. 4, they can be calculated using a simple
relationship:

Rgi =
xi

µ0Agi
=
hgi + x
µ0Agi

, (8)

where minimum air gaps in the closed state hg1 = 0.2 mm
and hg2 = 0.7 mm, respectively.
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FIGURE 4. Magnetic field distribution and flux lines in the magnetic
circuit of PM MC, and reluctances representing main, stray, and leakage
flux paths in Fig. 2 (a). Colors represent the magnitude of flux density B
in T.

However, it is essential that (8) takes into account armature
displacement because this allows the dynamics of PM MC
to be reflected in ND-MEC. Considering armature motion is
also an advantage of the stray flux path reluctance formula-
tion discussed in the next section.

III. STRAY PATH RELUCTANCES IN ND-MEC
A. ELLIPTICAL MEAN PATH FUNCTION FOR
STRAY AIR FLUX PATHS
This study defines all air magnetic flux paths other than
the main and side air gap paths as stray flux paths, which
in turn might be linked flux or leakage flux paths. The
calculation of stray path reluctances is challenging because
magnetic flux follows the paths of complex shapes. Con-
ventionally, the same model, i.e., that with straight-line
paths, was used for stray regions, while neglecting the dis-
tortion to the path and shape of the flux tube [25]. How-
ever, Sheikh-Ghalavand et al. and Yeo and Ro proposed
the modeling of stray and leakage paths using circular
arcs [26], [27]. Furthermore, Robertson et al. [28], [29]
and Janssen et al. [30] and Tang et al. [31], as well as
Ravaud et al. [32] and Babic and Akyel [33], proposed the
use of an elliptical-like functions to model the interaction
between the PM and coil, whereas Gabdullin and Ro recently
proposed an algebraic representation for an elliptical flux
path function that could be conveniently combined withMEC
analysis for the purposes of stray flux calculation [24].

The latter function is modified in this study to reduce the
computational cost of the path length calculation by consid-
ering the average length of the flux path. Fig. 5 illustrates an
imaginary flux tube in the PM stray flux-region with a corre-
sponding mean flux path, whose length must be calculated to
represent this region in ND-MEC.

This study proposes to formulate the calculation in terms
of parameters f and as, as shown in Fig. 5. These parameters
can be unambiguously determined considering the geometry
of the stray flux region. For the example in Fig. 5, f = hm,
and the distance to the mean path in the tube as = 0.25h2.
To find the ellipse arc length, the circumference of

the ellipse is first calculated by rearranging Ramanujan’s

FIGURE 5. Methodology for the stray air path flux tube parameter
evaluation for the PM Rms reluctance region including the mean elliptical
arc length C , focal distance f , axes parameters a and b, and mean step
as. Colors represent the magnitude of flux density B in T.

formula [34] as:

C(f , as) = πa(3+ 3ka −
√
3+ 4ka + 3k2a ), (9)

where

a = f + as (10)

ka = (
as
a
)
1/2
. (11)

It should be noted that the parameters f and as have the
geometrical meanings of ellipse focal distance and semi-
major axis, respectively. This formulation allows for the stray
path reluctances to be evaluated as expression below:

Rs =
ls.av

µ0As.av
=
keC(f , as)
µ0As.av

, (12)

where ke is 0.5 or 0.25, depending on the type of elliptical arc
that depends on the magnetic field distribution [24].
As.av is an average cross-sectional area of the flux tube in

a stray region that depends on the shape of the flux tube.
Fig. 5 shows that flux tubes can have highly complex shapes,
making As.av calculation non-trivial. However, for this study,
it is assumed that As.av is the average of the areas of the
magnetic core in regions where stray flux enters the flux
guide.

It should be mentioned that the proposed modification to
flux path calculation method is recommended when the field
distribution does not possess significant non-homogeneities.
The original method proposed in [24] was shown to gen-
eralize well and did not require prior knowledge about the
shape of the flux tube. However, when the flux path shape
is known and can be represented by a single elliptical arc,
as in case of the studied PM MC, using the average flux path
length significantly reduces the computational time without
compromising the accuracy, as will be shown in Section VI.

B. FORMULATION OF STRAY PATH RELUCTANCES USING
THE PROPOSED ELLIPTICAL FUNCTION
1) MAIN AND SIDE AIR GAP STRAY FLUX RELUCTANCES
Fig. 4 shows all stray regions that have to be represented in
ND-MEC, with most conventional stray paths being those
surrounding main and side gaps. First, by applying (12) to the
main air gap region and considering a half-arc of an ellipse,
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the main gap leakage reluctance is calculated as expressed
below:

Rg1s =
C(0.5x1, 0.25h2)

πµ0r2h2
. (13)

Second, by considering a quarter-arc inside the air gap
region, one obtains:

Rg2s =
C(x2, 2x2)
16µ0x2l4

. (14)

2) THE PM AND COIL STRAY PATH RELUCTANCES
Fig. 3 shows that fluxes surrounding the PM can be leakage,
as for attraction in Fig. 4 (a), and linked fluxes, as in Fig. 4 (b),
because energy conversion occurs in the interior region ofMC
during repulsion. The PM stray flux reluctance is calculated
considering a quarter-arc of an ellipse, as shown in Fig. 5, as:

Rms =
C(hm, 0.25h2)
3πµ0r2h2

. (15)

Finally, the paths that coil fluxes take during opening
operation are represented by R14s reluctance, assuming that

a14s= 0.5a3 − r1, (16)

so that

R14s =
C(0.8a14s, 0.2a14s)

πµ0r1x1
. (17)

This reluctance differs from others in that it has a con-
stant path length and displacement-dependent cross-section;
therefore, this path becomes more conductive with armature
motion, unlike other air paths. This path potentially connects
different parts of the stator instead of connecting the stator
with the armature, making it contribute considerably to flux
leakage during closing operation.

C. CHARACYERIZATION OF COIL LEAKAGE PATHS USING
THE PROPOSED CONCHOID ARC FUNCION
The paths for coil leakage fluxes are commonly represented
by straight lines [35]. However, Fig. 4 shows that between
stator poles and stator walls the field lines are distorted
considerably, deviating from straight-line paths. To account
for this distortion, this study proposes modeling coil leakage
paths as arcs of a conchoid [36]. Considering the middle
path in a flux tube in the same manner as for other stray
paths, a conchoid representation allows accounting for the
mentioned path distortion and calculating the path length [37]
using:

Lc =
∫ √

r2 + (
dr
dθ

)
2
dθ (18)

where

r = c1 +
c2
cosθ

, (19)

and c1, c2 are parameters determining conchoid’s shape. By
substituting (19) into (18) and taking the derivative consider-
ing only 1.6π <θ < 2.4π one obtains:

l13s=Lc=
∫ 2.4π

1.6π

(
c1+

2c1c2
cosθ

+
c22

cos2θ
+
c22sin

2θ

cos4θ

)0.5

dθ.

(20)

FIGURE 6. Determining the parameters of the conchoid arc Ls to match
the desired flux path length l13s by matching the projection of Ls with the
geometric parameters of PM MC a14s.

Fig. 6 illustrates the shape of the conchoid arc that corre-
sponds to (20). It should be noted that the parameters in (20)
should be determined so that the desired shape is represented
correctly. In limiting cases where c1 � c2 and c1 � c2,
the shape of the conchoid arc in Fig. 6 approaches that of a
semi-circle or a straight line, respectively.

Fig. 6 shows that l13s IS Lc such that its projection on a hor-
izontal axis is the distance between the stator pole and stator
wall a14s. Similar reasoning can be used to estimate flux paths
in cases other than the studied PM MC. Table 1 summarizes
the empirically determined parameters used to calculate l13s
allowing stray path reluctance R13s to be calculated as:

R13s= 4
l13s
µ0h1l4

. (21)

TABLE 1. Parameters for l13s calculation based on magnetic circuit
geometry a14s.

Similar to areas involved in previous reluctance calcula-
tions, areas contributing to this flux path should be carefully
considered. In this case, the coil leakage flux connects a
cylindrical stator pole with only two stators walls, but with the
wall areas being much larger than that of the pole, resulting
in a total multiplier of 4 in (21).

IV. FLUX CALCULATION IN PM MC USING ND-MEC
A. INVESTIGATING THE POSSIBILITY OF DESIGNING A
ZERO-HOLDING-ENERGY PES
Fig. 2 (a) shows the complete ND-MEC including all
reluctances previously discussed in this paper. However, this
circuit can be reduced for flux calculation purposes by com-
bining the reluctances [38], with the reduced version shown
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in Fig. 2 (b). Specifically, the reluctances in the reduced
ND-MEC Fig. 2 (b) are

Rc13 = Rc1 + Rc2 + Rc3 (22)

Rma = Rm + Rc8 (23)

R1eq = Rc10 + (
1
Rg1
+

1
Rg1s

)
−1

(24)

R2eq = Rc5 + Rc7 + (
1
Rg2s
+

1
Rg2 + Rc6

)
−1

(25)

The ND-MEC equations are solved using the matrix form
of the mesh current method, numbering loop fluxes as shown
in Fig. 2 (b). This allows the use of the matrix form so that:

FC
0
0
Fm

 = Rt ·


81
82
83
84

 , (26)

where

Rt =


R11 −R13s 0 0
−R13s R22 −R14s 0
0 −R14s R33 −Rms
0 0 −Rms R44

 (27)

and

R11 = Rc13 + R13s (28)

R22 = R1eq + R13s + R14s + Rc4 (29)

R33 = R14s + R2eq + Rc9 + Rms (30)

R44 = Rms + Rma (31)

Equation (26) is solved for loop fluxes, so that fluxes in
every branch of ND-MEC in Fig. 2 (a) can be calculated using
the known rules of electric circuit theory [38].

V. PM MC FORCE CALCULATION USING NT-PEM
A. ELECTROMAGNETIC FORCE CALCULATION
This study employs the NT-PEM to evaluate the complete
dynamics of the PM MC. For the complete description of
the method, the reader is referred to [24], with the temporal
discretization method described in [39], [40]. For this study,
it should be mentioned that NT-PEM relies on solving the
ND-MEC discussed in Sections II–IV for different positions
of the armature x and varying coil current Ic to represent
the closing and opening operations of the PM MC over n
steps. The data obtained from two consecutive solutions is
then used to calculate electromagnetic force using the path
energy method as:

Fnmag(Ic, x) = −
Wmag

n (Ic, x)−Wmag
n−1 (Ic, x)

dxn
(32)

and

W n
mag (Ic, x) =

∑
i

(knwi)
2 (B

n
i )

2

2µ0
· V n

i , (33)

where the summation is performed for all air regions, and
kw adjusts the air region magnetic energy contributions to

the force. It can also be treated as a parameter storing the
information about the local orientation of the electromagnetic
force vector. Conventionally, MEC methods do not allow for
spatial components of field vectors to be estimated. However,
formulation (33) used to quantify air flux paths provides an
opportunity to estimate the shape of the path. For vertical flux
paths in Fig. 4:

kwi =
4ai

Ci(fi, asi)
, (34)

and for horizontal flux paths:

kwi =
4bi

Ci(fi, asi)
. (35)

Equation (34) applies to all regions but the R14s region.
To calculate kw14s, the semi-minor axis of the ellipse b14s
should be calculated taking (16) into account:

b14s = a14s

√
1−

f14s
a14s
≈ 0.45a14s (36)

and

kw14s =
1.8a14s
C14s

. (37)

TABLE 2. Closing (Cl) and opening (Op) path energy coefficients kw.

Table 2 summarizes kw calculated using (34) and the
parameters in (13)–(17). The geometrical meaning of kw is
a ratio of the semi-major (34) or semi-minor (35) axes to
the flux path length. Because ellipse axes are always oriented
either vertically or horizontally in the proposed method, (34)
and (35) ensure that the information about spatial components
of themagnetic flux vectors is stored in kw to be used for force
calculation.

It should be noted that the roles of some reluctances change
depending on the regime. For instance, reluctances Rg1s and
Rg2s are crucial for closing operation, whereas Rms and R14s
are leakage reluctances in this regime. On the contrary, Rms
and R14s participate in energy conversion during opening due
to the change in magnetic field distribution (see Fig. 4 (b)),
but Rg1s and Rg2s conduct nearly no flux. For both regimes,
R13s is a leakage reluctance not participating in energy con-
version, as reflected in its kw13s in Table 2.

B. PROPOSED FORMULATION OF ELECTRICAL
CIRCUIT EQUATIONS
To model the complete transient behavior of PM MC,
the equations for an electrical circuit in Fig. 7 are formulated
so to account for electromagnetic and mechanical effects, and
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FIGURE 7. Proposed electric circuit for the single-coil PM MC. By closing
switch Sc , the MC coil and capacitor C are connected to the voltage
source Vc , which initiates closing by inducing closing current and
charging the capacitor. For the opening operation to start, the switch So is
closed, allowing the capacitor to discharge by inducing opening current in
the PM MC coil.

extended to time domain resulting in the following system of
equations for an nth step [41], [42]:

V n
s =

(
In−1c + dInc

)
Rc + L

n−1
ci

dInc
dt
+ Ln−1cx

dxn

dt

Lnci =
λnc (Ic, x)− λ

n−1
c (Ic, x)

din

Lncx =
λnc (Ic, x)− λ

n−1
c (Ic, x)

dxn

dIcn =

(
V n
s − I

n−1
c Rc

)
dt − Ln−1cx dxn

Rcdt + L
n−1
ci

,

(38)

where Vs is the applied voltage in V, dIc is the current
increment in A, Rc is the coil resistance in ohm, Lci is the
coil inductance characterizing the transformer electromo-
tive force (emf) in H, Lcx is the inductance characterizing
motional emf in Wb/m, λc is the linked flux in Wb, t is time
in s, and dt is the time increment in s.

C. PROPOSED FORMULATION OF ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT
EQUATIONS
Motion equations for an nth step are expressed using
Newton’s equations of motion as:

Fnnet (i, x) = Fg + Fnmag(i, x)+ F
n
spring(x)

vn = vn−1 +
(
Fnnet (i, x)

m

)
dt

xn = xn−1 + [vn−1dt +
1
2

(
Fnnet (i, x)

m

)
(dt)2],

(39)

where Fg is the gravitational force in N, Fspring is the opening
spring force in N, v is the velocity in m/s, and m is the arma-
ture mass with moving contacts in kg. The opening spring
is designed following the recently proposed methodology
considering the desired holding force of the PM [7].

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. ANALYSIS RESULTS OF THE CLOSING OPERATION OF
THE PM MC
The closing operation is initiated by closing the switch
Sc connecting the voltage source Vc to the coil, as shown
in Fig. 7. Figs. 8 and 9 show that the closing operation con-
cludes in 8mswith the electromagnetic force in Fig. 8 follow-
ing the waveform of coil current until the PM MC armature

FIGURE 8. Comparison of simulation (NT-PEM, 3D FEA) results and
experimental data for the coil current and electromagnetic force of a
single-coil PM MC during the closing operation.

reaches the closed state position and electromagnetic force
reaches holding force value.

Because the holding force provided by the PM is sufficient
to maintain the closed state of the PM MC, the input voltage
is removed by opening Sc after the coil current reaches zero
in Fig. 8. This prevents unnecessary energy loss during hold-
ing, which occurs in case of solenoid MC. The ability of PM
MC to maintain a closed state with no power consumption is
a significant advantage that makes it more cost-efficient and
eco-friendlier than the conventional solenoid MCs [11].

FIGURE 9. Comparison of simulation results and experimental data for
the armature displacement of a single-coil PM MC during the closing
operation.

B. ANALYSIS RESULTS OF THE OPENING OPERATION
OF PM MC
To open the PMMC, switch So is closed, allowing the capac-
itor C to discharge, thereby inducing a reverse current in
the coil, which results in a repulsive electromagnetic force
between the coil and PM. At the beginning of the opening
operation, the holding force decreases as the opening current
increases as shown in Fig. 10, with no initial motion of the
armature in Fig. 11. As current becomes sufficient at around
1ms, the repulsive electromagnetic force starts increasing and
propagates the armature to the open state position.

As in case of closing, no continues current is required to
maintain the open state after capacitor discharges. Due to the
large air gap that also ensures reliable braking of the current
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FIGURE 10. Comparison of simulation results and experimental data for
the coil current and electromagnetic force of a single-coil PM MC during
opening operation.

FIGURE 11. Comparison of simulation results and experimental data for
the armature displacement of a single-coil PM MC during the opening
operation.

controlled by the MC [43], the electromagnetic force of the
PM in an open state is not sufficient to close the PM MC.
Thus, it remains open until the closing voltage is applied, and
the described operating sequence is repeated.

It should be noted that the force was not measured during
the experiment due to the extremely large displacement of
PM MC armature that complicates the measurement using
conventional force probes. The large displacement is a design
requirement due to the necessity to reliably separate station-
ary and moving contacts. However, measuring the displace-
ment is sufficient to verify the feasibility of the designed
PM MC. Fig. 11 shows that PM MC armature successfully
reaches its open state position in under 10 ms indicating
high-speed breaking that is the most important parameter for
evaluating the PMMCdynamics. This approach is commonly
used to verify the feasibility of PM MCs without measuring
the force as in [6], [8]–[11], [19], [42], and [43].

C. ACCURACY AND SPEED OF THE PROPOSED
ANALYSIS METHOD
Figs. 8–11 show that NT-PEM and FEA conducted using
JMAGprovide comparable accuracies with errors not exceed-
ing 5% when compared to the experimental data. However,
the analysis time is significantly reduced by implementing
the proposed analytical method, as shown in Table 3. The
short analysis time of the previously proposed NT-PEM was

further reduced in this study by considering the average flux
path lengths for stray air paths and the more computation-
ally stable permeability update routine (7), as discussed in
Sections II and III. Specifically, the proposed modifications
resulted in a four times faster analysis, leading to a total
of a 2000-fold difference in the analysis times between the
modified NT-PEM and FEA. This reduction in computational
costs has the most significant impact when numerous designs
are to be considered, as in the case of preliminary design and
the final design optimization [44].

TABLE 3. Computational time of the FEA, Original NT-PEM and the
modified NT-PEM of comparable accuracy with <5% error.

It is noteworthy that the computational time in FEA
depends on the sizes of the mesh element as well as the
model size, leading to an enormous number of equations to be
solved for large 3D models [45]. However, the computational
time of NT-PEM depends on the complexity of the ND-MEC,
i.e., the number of branches and matrix size in (27) and not
on the physical size of the analyzed model. This implies that
by carefully choosing an ND-MEC and reducing its com-
plexity according to the recommendations presented in this
study, the computational costs of NT-PEM can be expected
to increase with the size of the analyzed contactor slower
than in the case of FEA. Thus, the computational time ratio
in Table 3 calculated for a small contactor can be expected
to be even more significant for larger contactors, thereby
implying better scalability of the NT-PEM than that of the
FEA when computational cost and speed are considered.

VII. CONCLUSION
This study proposes a modification to the recently proposed
accurate and computationally inexpensive NT-PEM. It uses
a single ND-MEC to represent both the closing and opening
regimes of a single-coil PM MC with lengths of stray flux
paths evaluated using the proposed elliptical and conchoid
functions. The proposed ND-MEC topology, along with an
accurate calculation of flux path lengths, allows for stray
and leakage flux paths to be represented correctly, unlike in
conventional MECs with simplified path shapes. The overall
analysis speed is enhanced by considering only average flux
path lengths while avoiding iterative flux path calculation
routines of the original NT-PEM. Furthermore, a computa-
tionally robust correction to the permeability update routine
in ND-MEC is proposed, with all modifications combined
resulting in an analysis time of the modified NT-PEM that
is four times shorter than that of the original version of the
proposed method.
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The comparison of the modified NT-PEMwith FEA shows
up to a 2000-fold enhancement in computational speed for
comparable accuracies with errors not exceeding 5%. The
feasibility of the proposed method is verified using experi-
mental data obtained from a single-coil PM MC prototype.
This result indicates significant potential for the modified
NT-PEM to be applied as an accurate and computationally
efficient alternative to the FEA for solving various design
and optimization problems when numerous designs must be
considered.

Future work will include the flux distribution study in
stray and leakage regions of PM MC with flux measure-
ment conducted using Hall probe for further verification
of the proposed elliptical and conchoids functions. Higher
power level single coil PM MCs will also be studied to
verify opening speed and opening-closing commutation fea-
sibility to simplify the design of conventional double-coil
PM MCs.
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